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                Make your life science breakthroughs, break through

                When you unravel complexity, you can achieve clarity
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                Bringing a drug to market is complicated
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                    Shape your future with clarity

                    You can remove the complexity of drug development by relating with the needs of your customers, communicating the value of your brand and evaluating the success of your decisions. ZoomRx can help.
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                Over 100 of the world's leading life science 
companies trust our approach
                

                Join them
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                                                PM360 2023 Innovative Artificial Intelligence ZoomRx's Ferma Engine

                                                In the ever-evolving landscape of life sciences, efficient and accurate communication between HCPs and pharmaceutical companies is paramount. Among the many critical processes in this domain, managing medical...
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                                                Strategizing a new drug launch? Don't overlook soft skills for sales reps, whitepaper says

                                                When launching a new drug, pharma companies often focus on tangible targets like awareness, message recall or number of sales rep interactions and time spent with physicians. However, when it comes to prescribing a new drug
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                                                Pfizer shines in doctor poll, winning praise for innovative ads and leadership across therapeutic areasor earned media

                                                Physicians like Pfizer. That is the takeaway from a survey 
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                                                Crushing their categories? Physicians weigh in on pharma companies by therapy area

                                                Pharma companies tend to focus on specific therapy areas, but does specializing equate to positive category perceptions with physicians? Generally, the answer is yes, according to a recent ZoomRx survey among specialists.
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                                                Digital recall? Oncologists see dozens of online ads every month but only remember a handful â€” study

                                                Oncologists are people too â€” but just like many people, they've become somewhat immune to online advertising.
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                        Clarity awaits

                        Let us light the way on your journey to breakthrough. Find your clarity.
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